
Aim to
Achieve Your Dreams:
Enter the Financial
Milestone Marathon.
Accelerate Your Savings Journey 

Significant Checkpoints:

Some Tips:

Emergency
Fund: 

Hit the first lap by 
building a robust 

emergency fund. Aim 
for at least 3 months
of living expenses.

Specific
Savings Target:

Set a goal and sprint 
towards it! Whether it's 

a gadget or a special 
purchase, every step 

counts.

Retirement
Fund:

Sprint towards financial 
security in your golden 

years! Setting this
long-term goal early

ensures a comfortable 
retirement and adds a 
powerful stride to your 

financial journey.

Every sprint brings you closer to your financial dreams!

Wise Budgeting:
Develop a monthly budget outlining your income, expenses, and
savings goals Just as a sprinter meticulously plans each step in their
race, a well- structured budget guides you toward financial success.

Strategic Investment Spread:
Spread investments across di�erent asset classes to reduce
risk. Similar to strategic planning in a marathon, diversification
enhances overall financial fitness.

Consistent Financial Checkpoints:
Regularly review financial statements, including bank statements,
investment portfolios, and credit reports. Like a marathon runner
constantly checking progress, this provides valuable insights for
improvement.

Cross the finish line of financial achievement! The Savings
Sprint makes your goals attainable and exciting
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Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.

Disclaimer: Visit https://grp.hsbc/KYC w.r.t. one-time Know Your Customer (KYC) process, complaints redressal process including SEBI
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